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A group of friends try to make sense of love and life in the new millennium in this hilarious novel from Van
Whitfield, author of Something’s Wrong with Your Scale! and Beeperless Remote.

After years of disappointment, Simon Washington has grown tired of the Washington, DC, dating scene.
He’s desperately looking for a wife when he runs into his first love and determines to regain her affections.
Meanwhile, Simon’s best friend Stuart Worthington is doing his best not to settle down when he also
rekindles a relationship with an ex-girlfriend. As it happens, both friends are in immediate need of dates for
their annual New Year’s vacation. With the clock ticking and their tickets waiting, Stuart and Simon lay
plans to convince these old flames to accompany them, only to have a shocking revelation threaten
everything at the last minute. With its page-turning plot and hilarious insights, Guys in Suits is a delightful
novel that shines a spotlight on the imperfections of men, the enigmas of women, and the perils they both
face in the quest to find someone right.

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Anne Hernandez:

Here thing why this Guys in Suits are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all reading a book is
good nonetheless it depends in the content of computer which is the content is as scrumptious as food or not.
Guys in Suits giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any book out there but there
is no book that similar with Guys in Suits. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open up your current eyes
about the thing in which happened in the world which is probably can be happened around you. It is easy to
bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your approach home by train. If you are having
difficulties in bringing the printed book maybe the form of Guys in Suits in e-book can be your substitute.

Colin Wegner:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to choose book
like comic, limited story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not hoping Guys in Suits that give your
entertainment preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world
can be said as the way for people to know world better then how they react in the direction of the world. It
can't be explained constantly that reading practice only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who
wants to become success person. So , for every you who want to start examining as your good habit, you are
able to pick Guys in Suits become your own starter.

Francisco Morgan:

Many people spending their period by playing outside having friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV the whole day. You can have new activity to pay your whole day by reading through a book.
Ugh, ya think reading a book will surely hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It alright you
can have the e-book, getting everywhere you want in your Smartphone. Like Guys in Suits which is keeping
the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's observe.

Ronald Folk:

As a pupil exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library or make
summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just tiny students that has reading's spirit or real their
passion. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to go to the library. They go to presently there but
nothing reading really. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring and also can't see colorful
pictures on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important for yourself. As we know that on
this period of time, many ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. So , this Guys in Suits can make you feel more interested to read.
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